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Introduction

Vitamin D is a hormone that affects a wide range of functions within the body. It has traditionally been associated with calcium and bone metabolism, but more recently has been demonstrated to be a vital component in neuronal development and dysfunction. In North America, 61% of children are vitamin D insufficient and 9% are deficient, commonly defined as 50–80 nmol/L and < 50 nmol/L, respectively [1, 2]. Neonates are at a particularly high risk of vitamin D deficiency, primarily due to maternal deficiency and a lack of adequate perinatal supplementation. This is supported by the observation of low cord-blood vitamin D levels at birth [3]. A recent meta-analysis estimated that 54% of pregnant women worldwide are deficient in vitamin D and 18% are severely deficient, correlating with rates in infants of 75% with deficiency and 29% with severe deficiency [4]. Infants born to non-white mothers are at particularly high risk of vitamin D deficiency, with some races demonstrating rates of deficiency during pregnancy as high as 85% [3, 5].

In addition to its effect on bone mineralization, vitamin D is also a potent neurohormone, with vitamin D receptors (VDRs) and several enzymes in the vitamin D synthetic pathway found throughout the brain [6, 7]. In addition to direct effects on VDRs, vitamin D also regulates calcium [8] and inflammatory cytokines [9–11]. In adults, vitamin
D deficiency has been associated with the development and severity of ischemic stroke [9]. Studies of therapeutic vitamin D administration to improve the outcomes in adults with ischemic stroke have yet to demonstrate clear benefit. These data do not rule out a role for vitamin D in neonatal ischemic disorders, however, as animal studies of cerebral ischemia have demonstrated an increasing effect of calcitriol administration correlating with younger age [12]. During development, vitamin D influences the brain via its effects on neurotrophic factors [13–16], and animal studies have shown vitamin D deficiency to be a risk factor for abnormal brain development [13]. These findings suggest that vitamin D supplementation may play a significant role during the period of greatest brain growth and development: infancy and childhood.

Hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy (HIE) is a potentially devastating neonatal brain injury with long-term neurologic effects that affects between 1 and 8/1,000 live births, with the highest rates in developing countries [17]. Given the data supporting the role of vitamin D as a protective neurohormone, investigators have begun to assess if vitamin D could play role in the prevention or therapy of neonatal HIE. Early results have demonstrated low levels of vitamin D in infants and the mothers of infants who have suffered from HIE [18], and the neonates’ serum vitamin D levels often continue to decline for 72 h after the injury despite supplementation [19]. The story of the interaction between vitamin D and neonatal HIE has just begun to unfold, and many questions remain unanswered.

This is a critical review of the current data regarding vitamin D supplementation and the effects of vitamin D on fetal brain development, cellular damage, and apoptosis. In addition, we examine the animal and human data regarding the relationship between vitamin D deficiency and HIE, including the importance of the timing of supplementation with respect to the injury, and the effects on the severity of hypoxic injury.

**Vitamin D Supplementation in Neonates**

Vitamin D supplementation is available in several forms: vitamin D₂ (ergocalciferol) and vitamin D₃ (cholecalciferol), and the biologically active 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D₃ (calcitriol) (Fig. 1). Clinically, supplementation with calcitriol is not recommended because it is thought to bypass important metabolites that are created by vitamin D₂ or D₃ supplementation. Comparing the efficacy of vitamins D₂ and D₃ in adult studies has demonstrated that vitamin D₃ supplementation leads to greater increases in 25-hydroxy vitamin D (25(OH)D) than vitamin D₂, and the maintenance of higher levels in the blood longer after administration [20, 21]. In neonates, some data have suggested that vitamin D₂ is absorbed better than vitamin D₃ in younger neonates, with the least robust absorption occurring in the first 10 days of life, possibly due to differences in bile acid secretion [22]. When assessing therapeutic efficacy, however, a study performed on an in vitro
model of neuronal injury demonstrated that D₃ resulted in increased myelination, increased formation and diameter of new axons, and improved axonal protection from injury when compared to D₂ [23]. These findings suggest that vitamin D₃ may be more effective, although a higher dose may be necessary during the first few weeks of life.

In neonates, the optimal dose for vitamin D supplementation remains unclear, partly because of the variation in the results of vitamin D studies due to maternal vitamin D status, feeding practices, and the amount of sun exposure of the study subjects. For instance, 1 study demonstrated that a dose of 250 IU of vitamin D₃ daily resulted in appropriate levels of 25(OH)D (116–164 nmol/L) necessary for calcium homeostasis and healthy bone [24], while another study showed that oral vitamin D₃ was unable to meet a goal of 75 nmol/L blood concentration unless 1,600 IU per day was administered [25]. Both studies were conducted on healthy, full-term, breastfed neonates, but the differences in medication formulation and duration of follow-up could have led to some of these differences in outcomes. The recommended levels of vitamin D are also controversial, with sources recommending minimal levels anywhere from 50 to 80 nmol/L [2, 26–28].

The dose and level of vitamin D that would potentially be necessary to provide neuroprotection is unknown. Traditional supplementation doses for bone health are likely inadequate, as there is evidence that higher levels of vitamin D are required for inflammatory and immune functions than for calcium homeostasis and bone development [29]. Higher doses result in a more narrow therapeutic window, however, and if high doses are used it will be vital to remain mindful of the risk of hypervitaminosis. Until more data are available, the American Academy of Pediatrics recommendation currently states that all healthy term infants should be supplemented with 400 IU/day [2], although other societies have recommended doses as high as 1,000 IU/day in this population, and dosing recommendations range from 200 to 1,000 IU/day in preterm infants [26–28].

**Vitamin D and the Developing Brain**

The effect of vitamin D on neuronal development was initially demonstrated clinically through cases of severe deficiency, with later animal research confirming that infants born to vitamin D-deficient mothers demonstrate thinner cortices and alterations in the size of the lateral ventricles, suggesting a disruption in brain structure. Studies of rat brains have identified increased expression of VDRs in neuroproliferative zones [30]. Additionally, the vitamin D-deficient infants have a greater brain mass than pups born to vitamin D-sufficient mothers, indicating impairment of appropriate neuronal pruning [13]. These alterations in ventricular size have been found to persist into adulthood, even after beginning a diet supplemented with vitamin D at birth [31]. While vitamin D deficiency has severe consequences during pregnancy, these may differ depending on the period of gestation. For instance, deficiency early in pregnancy is more likely to affect brain structure during the period of organogenesis whereas the pruning of neuronal cells occurs later in gestation, so later deficiency would likely present with differences in brain size. This theory is difficult to prove in murine models, however, due to their relatively short gestational period of 20–22 days and the vitamin D half-life of 2–3 weeks in these animals [13].

**Proapoptotic Effects**

A balance between cellular proliferation and apoptosis is important for proper fetal neural development, and vitamin D is critical to achieving this balance. There are several proposed mechanisms of vitamin D’s effect on the apoptosis of neuronal cells (Fig. 2).

In normal neurodevelopment, high levels of cellular proliferation occur early in gestation. As development progresses, the body begins the process of pruning unnecessary cells and neuronal connections. Shifting the balance of apoptosis and mitosis leads to an abnormal number of cells, and disrupts normal brain development by altering the connections between adjacent neurons or neurons and glial cells [32]. While vitamin D may act to prevent neuronal death, as discussed above, it has also been shown to promote apoptosis. Treating glioma cells with calcitriol can lead to an increased expression of proteins including p53, gadd45, and c-myc [33], resulting in increased programmed cell death. In a study of rats, vitamin D-deficient mothers produced pups whose brains demonstrated lower levels of apoptosis and higher levels of mitosis [32]. These proapoptotic effects appear to be concentration-dependent. At least in vitro, high doses of calcitriol increase apoptosis, while lower doses are antiapoptotic [12].

**Vitamin D and the Injured Brain**

As demonstrated in Figure 2, the proapoptotic effects of vitamin D that support neuronal pruning in normal neurologic development are accompanied by antiapop-
totic effects that aid in the prevention of cellular death after neuronal injury. The proposed mechanisms for these neuroprotective actions of vitamin D are summarized below.

**Neurotrophic Factors**

The binding of vitamin D to its receptor activates a cellular cascade, resulting in the expression of neuroprotective genes [12], including the gene expressing glial cell-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF). GDNF has been shown to be an important neuroprotective factor, and increased levels of GDNF have been demonstrated after treatment with calcitriol in models of oxidative brain injury [34] and autoimmune encephalitis [35]. Treating neuronal cells with calcitriol also increases levels of c-Ret mRNA, a GDNF receptor [36]. Additionally, pups born to vitamin D-deficient dams demonstrate lower levels of GDNF [13]. Administering GDNF before an ischemic event in rats resulted in a lower incidence of infarcts as well as a statistically significantly lower volume and lesser extent of infarction [37]. In a subsequent study utilizing a rat model of cortical infarction, 8 days of calcitriol administration resulted in significantly increased levels of GDNF in the cortex and improvement in cortical injury [38]. Nerve growth factor (NGF) is another neurotrophic factor that is important in neuronal development and the maintenance of mature neurons, and it is affected by the presence of vitamin D [14]. In vitro, calcitriol administration increases levels of both NGF mRNA and NGF as an extracellular protein [14–16]. In the study by Eyles et al. [13] described above, rat pups born to vitamin D-deficient dams also demonstrated lower levels of NGF.

Neurotrophins are a class of proteins that play an important role in the survival and maturation of neurons. Specifically, neurotrophin 4 (NT-4) appears to play an important role in ischemic brain injury. Two weeks after ligation of the middle cerebral artery in rats, there was lower expression of NT-4 in the ischemic hemisphere than in the nonischemic hemisphere [39]. Additionally, mouse models without the gene for NT-4 exhibited larger infarct size after both transient and permanent middle cerebral artery occlusion [40]. Furthermore, treatment with NT-4 significantly reduced the volume of basal ganglia and cortical infarcts in rats exposed to middle cerebral artery occlusion 1 day after injury, though not at later time points [41]. Vitamin D deficiency may result in significantly decreased expression of low-affinity neurotrophin receptors [13].

**Calcium Regulation**

Activation of L-type calcium channels produces neuronal apoptosis through intracellular influx of calcium. Administration of calcitriol has been shown to downregulate L-type calcium channels [8] by phosphorylating the intermediate filaments of cells that express the channels [42]. This effect appears to be dose-dependent; at low
In addition to a direct action on the calcium channels, vitamin D may also affect calcium through a complex interaction with glutamate. Glutamate receptor-binding activates NMDA receptors, leading to calcium influx and neuronal death. When comparing cells pretreated with vitamin D or vehicle alone, cells in a vitamin D-rich environment are more likely to survive glutamate-induced injury than those in a vitamin D-poor environment. Additionally, in the 12–24 h after glutamate exposure, the expression of VDR mRNA increases in cells that have been previously exposed to vitamin D [8]. These findings demonstrate that when vitamin D is available, cells up-regulate VDR production to protect against damage from potential glutamate-mediated cellular insults. The relationship between vitamin D₃ and glutamate is lost when cells are treated with a protein synthesis inhibitor, suggesting that the effects may be due to alterations in protein synthesis rather than to direct receptor activation [44].

Free Radical Injury

The production of free radicals has been implicated in many mechanisms of cellular injury. Calcitriol has been demonstrated to reduce the levels of inducible nitric oxide synthase through inhibiting gene activation in astrocytes and glial cells [45]. Additionally, calcitriol prevents the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and the effects of their donors by affecting the hydrogen peroxide pathway [44]. These effects on free radical suppression are enhanced in the presence of other hormones such as progesterone [46]. Similar to the effect on calcium regulation, the presence of a protein synthesis inhibitor inhibits the effect of calcitriol on ROS formation. As such, it is likely that calcitriol itself is not a scavenger of free radicals, but instead acts by producing free radical-scavenging proteins. Additionally, pretreatment, but not cotreatment, with calcitriol has demonstrated improvement in free radicals, so there may be a necessary delay for these new proteins to be assembled [44].

Lastly, vitamin D may alter free radical formation through the metabolism of metal ions, including iron and zinc. The accumulation of ferric iron in cells leads to ROS formation via the Fenton reaction, causing DNA strand breaks [47]. In the locus ceruleus of rat brains, pretreatment with calcitriol before iron-mediated cellular injury resulted in lower levels of cytochrome c and less lipid peroxidation [34]. Calcitriol has also been shown to protect neuronal cells from injury due to iron-related oxidation. In the treated cells, less iron accumulated intracellularly and there were fewer ROS generated [48]. Zinc has also been proposed to cause cellular injury by causing oxidative stress and the apoptosis of neurons [49]; calcitriol pretreatment similarly protects against such injury, by preventing the lipid peroxidation of cortical cells [50].

Inflammatory Cytokines

Vitamin D may also affect the balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines after injury. Vitamin D deficiency not only creates a lack of anti-inflammatory benefits but may even result in an increased inflammatory response, resulting in secondary injury to neurons [9]. For instance, calcitriol has been shown to down-regulate the expression of the proinflammatory cytokines TNF-α, IL-6, and IFN-γ [10, 11], in part by preventing the action of Th1 cells that leads to the release of the inflammatory cytokines. At the same time, Treg and Th2 cells that produce anti-inflammatory cytokines are upregulated by the presence of vitamin D [9]. When assessing brain inflammation specifically, mice treated with calcitriol demonstrated increased levels of anti-inflammatory IL-4 and TGF-β1 [51]. Conversely, in a model of bacterial infection, the microglial cells of vitamin D-deficient mice were actually found to produce less TNF-α and IL-6 [52], suggesting that deficiency also impairs the appropriate inflammatory response during acute infections. While vitamin D has been shown to alter cytokine levels, the reverse may also be true. In human brain pericytes exposed to TNF-α and IFN-γ, upregulation of CYP27B1 occurred, a gene involved in the synthetic pathway of 1,25-(OH)₂D₃ [53].

Timing of Vitamin D Administration in Relation to Injury

There are conflicting data as to whether vitamin D supplementation before injury provides significant neuroprotection. In rats, 8 days of calcitriol supplementation before ischemic brain injury resulted in significantly lower infarct volumes, but no neuroprotective effect was seen in the group receiving supplementation for only 4 days before injury [38]. Another study demonstrated that 8 days of pretreatment with calcitriol did not significantly decrease markers of cerebral damage in a rat ischemia-reperfusion model, although supplementation with both...
calcitriol and a vitamin C supplement did result in decreased ROS [54]. In vitro, administering calcitriol 24 h before a glutamate-induced injury was protective of rat cerebellar cells, with no effect seen in the group given the same treatment after injury [12].

Studies examining vitamin D administration after injury have also been conflicting. In a rat stroke model, there was no neuroprotection observed after 5 days of vitamin D treatment after injury [55]; however, adult human studies have shown vitamin D supplementation after stroke decreased mortality, disability, and stroke symptoms [56, 57]. When assessing neonatal brain injury, a study utilizing a rat model of HIE administered calcitriol 30 min after injury, and demonstrated smaller brain lesions in the treated group than in the untreated group. An additional group was given 7 days of calcitriol treatment, which resulted in a slightly greater reduction in the size of the brain lesions, but the difference between the 2 calcitriol groups was small [12].

Severity of Injury

While there appears to be an association between low vitamin D levels and the severity of HIE, the precise interaction remains unclear. In infants with HIE, both the infants and their mothers have been found to have decreased levels of vitamin D [18]. One study demonstrated that at the time of NICU admission, 70% of infants with hypoxic-ischemic brain injury were considered to be vitamin D-deficient, and many of these infants continued to have declining levels for 72 h after the injury despite the administration of parenteral nutrition containing vitamin D$_2$ supplementation of about 400 IU/day. The same study showed that the vitamin D level was not an independent factor for survival, and there was no significant improvement in functional outcome with vitamin D supplementation [19], although the dosage may not have been high enough to show significant improvement. It is unclear whether this decline in vitamin D level is due to the utilization of existing vitamin D stores or an attempt to minimize the effects of initial injury and further damage from a secondary inflammatory response. To date, no study has been adequately powered to show an association between the level of injury or functional outcome with vitamin D status at birth or due to supplementation.

**Conclusion**

Vitamin D is a vital component of normal neuronal development, but may also play an important role in the brain’s response to injury in the neonatal period. Vitamin D deficiency has been linked to both abnormal brain development and increased vulnerability to neurologic injury. Treatment with vitamin D has resulted in the reduced size and severity of brain infarcts, but many of the studies on its role in the central nervous system are either performed on animal models or adult humans. To better understand the efficacy of vitamin D in altering HIE outcomes, it is necessary to conduct further clinical research in the neonatal population. Important questions to address include establishing the role of maternal vitamin D supplementation in the prevention of HIE and the dosing required for adequate neuroprotection, although both questions will face the issue of obtaining adequate sample sizes in clinical studies due to the relative rarity of neonatal HIE. Multicenter trials will therefore be critical, as vitamin D has significant (though still mostly theoretical) potential for preventing or reducing long-term neurologic injury due to neonatal HIE.
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